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• Advertising principal source of revenue for publishers and

broadcasters. The price of advertising is dictated by the size
of the audience. So news organizations that can attract more
viewers can charge more money for advertising.
• Newspapers can only reach as far as their advertisers – who

are normally local. So relatively few national newspapers
• Readers turn away from classified ads, and now do much of

this online (Craig’s List, etc.). So the trend for newspapers is
not promising
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and 24 hour metering of TV sets
• Each TV program has an identifiable unique digital fingerprint.
Nielsen’s metering system captures this info., making it
possible to estimate precisely the number of TV sets tuned in
to any particular program
• Since their heyday, the three nightly newscasts have

experienced a ratings decline of nearly 60%!
• TV audience share has fell from 85% in 1969 to 31% in 2009.
• Still, network news remains the single most watched national

news source; in 2008, the combined audience for three evening
newscasts equaled circulation of top 40 newspapers.
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• Efforts to traffic online news acquisition still in infancy
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• People who tend to hold strong political views, such as those

affiliated with either political party/cause, are especially likely
to view the news as biased. This is known as the hostile
news phenomenon.
• Enthusiasm for party line makes partisans dubious of news

presentations designed to present a balance perspective

Trust in the Press Time Series

Press Believability by Source
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• Newscast watched by fewer than 3 million Americans each

evening.
• Entertainment Tonight, the 30 minute show focusing on

Hollywood attracts a daily audience of 5 million plus viewers.
• The message is obvious: Make news more entertaining. Thus,

in general, news about government/policy has decreased since
the 1970s. Market pressures have led to decline in reporting
on important policy issues and debates.
• Patterson (2000) found that one-half of news reports in 2000

had no policy content. At the same time, news has become
more sensationalized. From the 1980s to 2003 sensationalism
has increased from 25 - 40 percent.
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analysis of the rationale and strategy underlying the
candidate’s rhetoric and positions – has emerged as the most
frequent theme in campaign coverage.
•
•
•
•

Where are campaign resources spent?
Fundraising tactics
Endorsements
Tone of campaign advertising: negative or positive? Will
negative campaigning help or harm the candidate?
• Reporting on the state of the horse race. Who is up/down in
the polls?
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